
 

 

 

 

FORGING THE WEST 

Properties of Matter 

Subject:  Chemistry 

Grades:  9-12 

Lesson length: 1-3 class periods including lab 

Colorado Department of Education Standards met:   
CAS: Science HS.1.2.b:  Gather, analyze and interpret data on chemical and 

physical properties of elements such as density, melting point, boiling point, and 

conductivity 

 

CAS:  Science HS.1.4.b:  Gather, analyze, and interpret data on chemical and 

phhysical properties of different compounds such as density, melting point, boiling 

point, pH, and conductivity. 

 

Skills needed:   
Analysis of primary source documents 

Compare and contrast information from a variety of sources about the same topic 

 

Materials Needed:  
 Worksheets provided below 

 Steel bobby pins (four for each lab grouping) 

 Jumbo sized paper clips (four for each lab grouping) 

 Bunsen burner 



 Tongs 

 Small beaker 

 Water 

 

Lesson Procedure:  

Teacher Background and lesson procedure: Lesson 1 Properties   

Every pure substance has a unique set of properties that help to distinguish from 

other substances.  These properties can be classified in two ways: as either 

extensive or intensive properties.  Extensive properties depend on the amount of 

matter present.  Some examples may include weight, volume, and mass.  Intensive 

properties do not depend on how much matter is present.  Some examples may 

include density, conductivity, and melting point. 

 

Pure substances can also be classified as either physical or chemical properties.  

Physical properties can be observed or measured without changing the type of 

substance.  They describe the substance.  Examples include density, boiling point, 

and solubility.  Chemical properties describe the substance’s ability to undergo 

changes which transform it into a different substance.  Examples include 

flammability, combustibility, and reactivity with oxygen or other materials. 

 

Mixtures have properties which vary depending on the type and amount of 

materials they include.  Steel is an alloy (a mixture of metals) of mostly iron mixed 

with other impurities including carbon to give it a variety properties for different 

uses.  Articles describing the processing of iron ore and coal for the use of making 

steel, products created at the wire mill in Pueble, and the creation and recyling of 

slag are listed below. 

 

From Ore to Steel 

http://corporate.arcelormittal.com/who-we-are/from-ore-to-steel 

 

The Wire Mill 

http://steelworkscenter.com/index.php/2016/05/10/the-wire-mill/ 

Slag 

http://steelworkscenter.com/index.php/2016/07/01/slag/ 

 

http://corporate.arcelormittal.com/who-we-are/from-ore-to-steel
http://steelworkscenter.com/index.php/2016/05/10/the-wire-mill/
http://steelworkscenter.com/index.php/2016/07/01/slag/


 Provide copies of these articles to students and have them answer the 

questions on worksheet #3. 

 

Teacher background and lesson procedure: Lesson 2 Crystal 

Structure:   
At room temperature, steel is a solid.  True solids have a definite crystal 

structure.  The crystal structure of steel depends on the type and amount of 

impurities used during its manufacture.  The crystal structure, in turn, helps 

determine the properties of the steel.  Different types of heat treatments during 

the steel manufacturing process will also determine the type of crystal structure.  

The following article provides information on heat treatment, the physical 

processes involved during the formation of steel, the effects of different crystal 

structures on steel properties, and types of heat treatment. 

Info from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_treating 

 

 Provide copies of techniques section of the article to students and have them 

answer the questions on worksheet #4. 

 

 Students complete the heat treatment lab. 

 

Heat Treatment Lab 
 

Materials Needed:  

Steel bobby pins (four for each lab grouping) 

Jumbo sized paper clips (four for each lab grouping) 

Bunsen burner 

Tongs 

Small beaker 

Water 

 

Lab Procedure: 

1. Using the tongs, pick up one steel bobby pin at its open end. Place the looped 

end of the bobby pin into the Bunsen burner flame until it begins to glow.  Set 

aside the bobby pin on a heat tolerant surface to cool slowly.  This is represents 

the annealing process. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_treating


2. Using the tongs, pick up a second steel bobby pin at its open end. Place the 

looped end of the bobby pin into the Bunsen burner flame until it begins to glow.  

Quickly immerse the glowing loop into the beaker of water to cool it. This is 

represents the quenching process. 

3. Using the tongs, pick up a third steel bobby pin at its open end. Place the looped 

end of the bobby pin into the Bunsen burner flame until it begins to glow.  

Quickly immerse the glowing loop into the beaker of water to cool it. Put the 

looped end back into the Bunsen burner flame causing it to heat up slightly.  Do 

not heat it up to glowing.  Set it aside on a heat tolerant surface to cool slowly.  

This is represents the tempering process. 

4. The fourth steel bobby pin is left untreated as a control variable. 

5. After the bobby pins have cooled.  Quickly pull each bobby pin apart at its open 

end.  Record your observation of the looped end of each bobby pin.  (Does it 

retain its shape?  Does it stretch and return to its original shape?  Does it take 

on a new shape?) 

6. Repeat the process with the jumbo sized paper clips holding the double looped 

end by the tongs and heating the single looped end. 

 

Conclusion 

1. How does the treatment of the metal affect its properties> 

2. Is there a difference between the responses of steel bobby pin and the 

aluminum paper clip? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Worksheet #3 Properties  

1. What properties of iron used to separate the iron ore from the surrounding 

rock? 

 

 

2. Are these properties intensive or extensive?  Justify your answers. 

 

 

3. Are these properties chemical or physical?  Justify your answers. 

 

 

4. What properties are used to clean the impurities from coal? 

 

 

5. Are these properties intensive or extensive?  Justify your answers. 

 

 

6. Are these properties chemical or physical?  Justify your answers. 

 

 

7. What types of products were made at the wire mill in Pueblo? 

 

 

8. What properties would be required for each of these uses and/or manufacture? 

 

 

9. What is slag? 

 

10. What property makes the slag rise to the top of the ladle where steel making 

takes place? 

 

11. What uses were made of slag? 

 

12. What properties would be required for each of these uses? 

 



Worksheet #4 Heat Treating Techniques  
1. Summarize the process involved in annealing. 

 

 

 

2. What properties does the annealing process give to iron products? 

 

 

 

3. Summarize the process involved in quenching. 

 

 

 

 

4. What properties does the quenching process give to iron products? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Summarize the process involved in tempering. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. What properties does the tempering process give to iron products? 

 

 

 

 

 


